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The popular Swatch wristwatch is a triumph of engineering and imagination. Nicolas Hayek, chairman and CEO of SMH, the Swiss company that designs and builds the Swatch, describes the business innovations that allowed him to revitalize the ailing Swiss watchmaking industry and that can serve as a model for improving the competitiveness of traditional manufacturing in other high-wage industrialized countries.
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Surprisingly, it is often the most educated, successful, and motivated individuals who find it the most difficult to learn, using their analytical skills as a defense against acknowledging or learning from their mistakes. Real learning is possible only when professionals begin to identify the gaps between their intended and their actual behavior.
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The Levi Strauss Aspirations Statement is a direct attempt to tap into the more personal dimension of work in the new economy. Levi chairman and CEO Robert Haas describes how managers are using the values articulated in the statement to set standards; shape behavior; and give more accountability, authority, and information to people on the front line of the business.
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Most managers understand the need for organizational change but don’t know how to bring it about. They assume that change must start at the top with companywide programs designed to alter formal policies and structures. In fact, the critical path to corporate renewal is to direct a nondirective change process, one that starts at the grass roots and emphasizes ad hoc solutions to real business problems.
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During the past 10 years, Motorola's $7 million corporate-training budget has mushroomed into a $120 million annual investment in education. In the process, senior management has made a commitment that challenges traditional assumptions about corporate training, embraces organizational change, and draws a direct connection between education and quality.
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Many proponents of the learning organization assume that bureaucracy stifles learning. But that isn't the case at the GM-Toyota joint venture known as New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI), where standardization and specialization have been a powerful stimulus to employee motivation, organizational learning, and continuous improvement.
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Not long ago, Globe Metallurgical was a high-cost supplier of commodity products to the troubled U.S. steel industry. Today, Globe is a worldwide provider of high-value-added specialty products and the first small company to win the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. Globe CEO Arden C. Sims explains that the only way to save the company was to change it—by making a total commitment to continuous innovation.
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